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Monster prom quiz guide

Stat Questions Questions seem to be selected randomly, so while there is no way to influence which questions you take, you can at least figure out what statistics you can get with the ones you get. A simple search in Ctrl+F should take you to the questions you're looking for. Q: You have the option to create a movie. It's based on...
*MONEY: Superheroes. * Courage: Explosions. * FUN: Russion novelists. Q: The coldest reality show would be... *CHARM: Potato seduction. * SMARTS: People in positions of power. * Money: Rich people. Q. Be a visionary: what will the next big social media frenzy be? * CHARMS: Rbert. * MONEY: Bull$ hit. * SMARTS: Greek Agoras.
Q: If you were to have sex with an animal... which animal would it be? * CREATIVITY: Swan. * CHARMS: Shark. * SMARTS: Human. Q: It's your chance to fix global warming. You're coming! * FUN: Sun mission. * Money: The world is doomed. * CREATIVITY: Global warming is not real. Q: If you could put a curse on your worst enemy,
what would he do? * SMARTS: Radiation. * Courage: Masked panther. * Charms: Fad diet. Q: Democracy is just broken. What would be the best way to choose the leaders of modern society? * FUN: America's next top president. * Courage: Grizzly bear. * Creativity: violin solo. Q: You wish you were raised... * FUN: Mysterious old man. *
MONEY: Wild wolves. * Courage: Poisonous snake and fire. Q: Which is the best mythological creature? * MONEY: The invisible hand of the free market. * FUN: rapping sphinsh. * Creativity: This weird creature I drew. Q: To which God do you pray every night before bed? * Smarts: Praying is for fools. * Money: All kinds of gods. *
Charms: Praying is kind of lame. Q: Radioactive possuch just bit you... What superpower did you get? * SMARTS: Rabies. * Creativity: Writing fanfiction. * CHARMS: Emoji combinations. Q. What's your ghost emoji? * FUN: Octopus. * Courage: Snowman. * Creativity: Guy with turban. Q: You're elected president for a day. What's the first
law you pass? * SMARTS: Trivia fact. * CREATIVITY: Sonnet Tax. * CHARMS: One dollar bills. Q: School is outdated and lame. We need a new school subject ASAP! * Charms: Turning people into puppets. * SMARTS: Critical thinking. * Courage: Punching a crocodile. Q. Which inanimate object do you think would be your best friend or
boyfriend, assuming you went criminally mad? * FUN: A♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ * CREATIVITY: man-size pillow. * MONEY: ATM. Developer Beautiful and Glitch Publisher Tie Awesome Guys recently released their newest game called Monster Prom. It's an indie simulation dating game where players get 3 weeks to get a date for the Monster Prom.In
game, players can increase various stats to help them seduce one of the classmates and get them to the prom. Increase statistics you can take the stupidest Pop Quiz and follow your answer, different statistics. Below you will find instructions on what answers to give for a particular stat bonus. Guide for all Statistics Questions and
Answers in Monster PromThe Stats Question gives what it states to give your character Stats. Each question gives you different points and depending on the points scored you will get special support on one of the six statistics present in the game such as Courage, Creativity, Charm, Money, Entertainment, SmartsExi are many questions
and different questions appear randomly in different orders when you take the stupidest Pop Quiz Ever. below you will find what answers to give to get support for statistics of your preferences. Question - Do you want to be raised ... Courage - Poisonous Snake and FireFun - Mysterious Old ManMoney - Wild WolvesQuestion - You are
elected president for a day. What's the first law you pass? Charm - One Dollar AccountsCreativity - Sonnet TaxesSmarts - Trivia factQuestion - radioactive posssa just bit you... What superpower did you get? Charm - Emoji CombinationCreeativita - Writing FanfictionSmarts - RabiesQuestion - Which is the best mythological creature?
Creativity - This weird creature I drewFun - rapping sphinxMoney - invisible hand free marketCliness - You have a chance to produce a movie. It is based on ... Courage - ExplosionsFun - Russion NovelistsMoney - SuperheroesQuestion - What is your ghost emoji? Courage - SnowmanCreativity - Guy With TurbanFun - OctopusQuestion -
Being a Visionary: What will the next big social media frenzy be? Charm - RbertMoney - Bull * hitSmarts - Greek AgorasQuestion - If you could put a curse on your worst enemy, what would he do? Courage - Masked PantherCharm - Fad dietsSmarts - RadiationQuestion - It's your chance to fix global warming. You're coming! Creativity -
Global Warming Is Not RealFun - Sun missionMoney - The World Is DoomedQuestion - If you had to have a s**s animal... which animal would it be? Charm - SharkCreativity - SwanSmarts - HumanQuestion - School is outdated and lame. We need a new school subject ASAP! Courage - Punching a CrocodileCharm - Turning People Into
PuppetSmarts - Critical ThinkingQuestion - The best reality show would be ... Charm - Potato SeductionMoney - Rich peopleSmarts - People in powerQuestion positions - Which god are you praying to every night before bed? Charm – Praying is kind of lameMoney – All kinds of godsSmarts – Praying them for fools – What would be the
best price you could find in your cereal box? Courage - a small piece of small metalCharm - tiger phone numberSmarts - more nutritious breakfast optionManship - Democracy is just broken. What would be the best way to choose the leaders of modern society? Courage - Grizzly BearCreativity - Violin SoloFun - America's Next Top
PresidentQuestion - Which inanimate object do you think would be a best friend or boyfriend, assuming you went criminally mad? Creativity - human pillow sizeFun - d *** o, duh. Money - ATMQuestion - You can build a 100ft statue commemorating the event so that in 1,000 years archaeologists can learn something about the people of
our time. represents a statue? Courage – Devoured by political figure Creatives – Mind-blowing TV show twistFun – Stopped the awkward drunken lyrics I was bored of, so I decided to try and record all the questions and answers in Monster Prom's stupidest Pop Quiz Ever™. It's really likely that I didn't find them all, so I went back and
added to this from time to time. The pop quiz consists of three questions; The first two go to determine your highest stats at the beginning of the game, while the third chooses your possible ball date (it is not set in stone, you can still try to follow a different character in the actual game). The order of the questions is randomised. More links:
Vera TutorialYour have to find questions and their results under cut!stat questionsWhat is your ghost emoji?a. Caucasian guy with a turban because of fucking stereotypes. +CREATIVITYAb. Octopus emoji. The best animal on Earth. I know 5 mixed drinks, 3 drug cocktails, and 17 sex positions that include one or several octupi. +FUNc.
Snowman, because the bastard is in the middle of a blizzard, smiling. He's got blizzards. And he's got a hat. +BOLDThi's your chance to fix global warming. Go ahead!a. Global warming is not real. I invented it, and now science claims authorship, because science is a lame imitator with no original ideas. +CREATIVITYAb. No, the world is
doomed. But I will start investing in ships and start a profitable business for soon to be covered in water world. +WEALTHc. It's time to be a real hero: I will lead the mission to the sun to... Invite the sun to the party of your life! We will have so much hilarious misfortune that the sun will eventually happen... Cooler. ;) + FUNBe visionary:
what will the next big social media frenzy be?a. Bull$ hit: it's Facebook, but every time someone shares news they aren't supported by real facts, they're taxed, and money goes to people exposed to that crap. +WEALTHb. Greek Agoras: How literal Greek agoras re-instated in our cities. Places where philosophy and art are discussed by
larger minds. This is the social media I want to sign up for! +SMARTSc. Rbert: From now on, a socially awkward guy named Robert will do everything he's ordered to do through the app of his users! +CHARMYes wish you had been raised ... A. The mysterious old man who saved me from the streets to bring me up as his pupil in ancient
ways a series of DJing! +FUNb. Pack of wild wolves... which also happens to be tech moguls who own some of Silicon Valley's most profitable companies. They would be kick-ass patterns and wild wolves! Sick! +WEALTHc. A really progressive marriage between kick-ass poisonous snake and... real fire. I love the fire and I don't see any
problem with being raised by it. +BOLDY will be a 100ft statue commemorating the event so that in 1,000 years archaeologists can learn something about the people of our time. What statue represents?a. That wonderful moment when Stopped you from texting embarrassing things to your ex while hella drunk. +FUNb. That mind-blowing
twist in your favorite TV show that clearly changed everyone's life forever, unlike all that boring stuff they show up in the news. +CREATIVITYAc. Your least favorite political figure... is engulfed by a raby rhino ... which are also included in badass tattoos. +BOLDWhich is the best mythological creature?a. The invisible hand of the free
market. +WEALTHb. Sphinx... who's super turnt up and ready to party! And she raps all her puzzles (she still kills you if you don't answer them properly... but she raps puzzles)! +FUNc. This weird creature I drew when I was six and what is clearly a super derivative of other mythological creatures... but it's super cool and it's my OC and my
ghost animal, okay? +CREATIVITYY you are elected president for a day. What's the first law you pass? You can deduct taxes by writing sonnets. The amount of taxes deducted is calculated on the basis of the beauty of sonnets. +CREATIVITYAb. Trivia fact: presidents don't pass laws... So it's a trick question, or are you just an idiot?
+SMARTSc. One dollar bills will now contain a picture of me and the inscription Beware: Too awesomeness. My presidency may last one day, but my glory will last forever! +CHARMA radioactive posssor just bit you... What superpowers did you get? Superpowers always choose the right combination of emojis to get the desired response
from all people: seducing their loved ones, burning my enemies, settling an argument, and even conveying complex emotional thoughts. +CHARMb. Uh, probably rabies? I'd go to the hospital right away. +SMARTSc. The incredible power of writing fanfiction so compelling that the real creators of TV shows decide to go with my ideas and
crazy ships. +CREATIVITYSchool is outdated and lame. We need a new school subject asap!a. Critical thinking. I guess... Hell, this country could really use a subject like this in schools. +SMARTSb. Turn people into your puppets through emotional war and deception 101. +CHARMc. How to properly strike a crocodile without terrible
consequences. +BOLDIf you had to have sex with an animal ... which animal would it be? (You won't get six answers; the three responses you receive are randomized.) A. Great white shark. I have to fuck with an animal, let's at least make it a story worth telling! +CHARMb. Swan. They're classy. Plus it reminds me of the myth of Leda
and Swan, so at least by the standards of bestiality it has some elegant appeal. +CREATIVITYAc. A human being because I'm the kind of douchebag who loves to find loopholes in stupid questions like this. +SMARTSd. Purebred horse. At least I can keep his sperm and sell it. It's worth a lot! Who said there was no silver lining for
sodomy? +WEALTHe. Dolphin. They're the only other animal that just for pleasure, so at least we can both do everything we can to make a good look, right? +FUNf. No, I can fuck animal, it would be out of my own freedom. Actually, I've already the animal, so the joke's up to you, man. +BOLDThe best reality show would be... A. Twelve
experts in the various art of seduction live in a house where they have to face a common challenge: to seduce potatoes into marriage... Somehow. +CHARMb. Eight rich people struggle in weekly challenges to find out who is best at giving money to you. +WEALTHc. People in different positions of power have to face all sorts of questions
about their area, and if they fail, they will lose their jobs ... and society wins. +SMARTSY have the option to create a movie. It is based on ... A. The most influential Russian novelists xix century ... they're crazy! They can't remember anything last night, and now they can't find the Manuscript of the Karamaz brothers. and Dostoyevsky must
add that today! +FUNb. Two cool guys walking away from a row of explosions. And they don't look at explosions. DON'T GIVE A FUCK ABOUT EXPLOSIONS! They think about life and love... AND IT'S SUPER DRUGS AND KICK-ASS BECAUSE THEY DO SO BY WALKING AWAY FROM A NEVER-ENDING EXPLOSION! +BOLDc.
Something about superheroes, but with a love triangle between beauty still somehow relatable girl (maybe it's always said to be a mess?) and two super hot superheroes that are also like vampires or pirates, or both. Instant hit! +WEALTHDemocracy is just broken. What would be the best way to choose the leaders of modern society?a.
Whoever can play the most heartbreaking violin solo wins. +CREATIVITYAb. You put all the candidates in an empty room... with a wild grizzly bear. Whoever kills a bear should be our president. If everyone dies, then it's clear: the bear should be our president. +BOLDc. We create a reality show called America's Next Top President, where
candidates compete in all kinds of physical and mental issues. Turnout would increase and we would turn a profit on it! + FUNIf you could put a curse on your worst enemy, what would it do?a. I'd curse them to fall in love with a wonderful person and be happily married before they realize it all this time... Their partner was a wild panther in
disguise! Then the panther brutally devours my enemy. Classic! +BOLDb. The curse always encounters annoying people at parties who are super into a new fad diet that they feel need to explain to them in detail. +CHARMc. You can't rely on the effectiveness of the curse. I prefer to take care of my enemies in an old-fashioned way: by
exposing them to dangerous doses of radiation within a few years. + SMARTSWhat would be the best price you could find in your cereal box?a. A small piece of sharp metal, so every scoop will be full of excitement and danger! +BOLDb. The phone number of the sexy tiger on the front of the box. He's so passionate about breakfast and
health that he's definitely a lover of grrreat. +CHARMc. Sample a nutritious breakfast option so people are encouraged to stop eating it Crap. + SMARTSWhat inanimate object do you think would be a best friend or friend, assuming you went criminally mad?a. A human-sized pillow depicting a figure I created. In fact, I have all the
necessary paperwork and I am just waiting for the conservative narrow-minded laws of our country to finally step forward into waifu and husbando territory as was clearly determined by God. +CREATIVITYAb. Vibrator, duh. +FUNc. Atm. Sugar baby life, here I come! + WEALTHWhich god do you pray to every night before bed?a. Praying
is a little pathetic. I have a group text set up with some deity: Dionysus, Bastet, Loki... the best cats in town. +CHARMb. Praying is for fools. I took some compromising photos of the god molesting the tree, and now I'm blackmailing him for what I want. Much more effective. +SMARTSc. I pray to all kinds of gods. I have this business where
people pay me to say my prayers every night. I even started looking for a Chinese factory for outsourcing prayers. + WEALTHprom date questionsWhat is the sexiest type of knowledge a lover can have?a. How to light things. ❤️DAMIENb. All principles build a financial empire. ❤️VERAC. Lyrics of all disney songs. ❤️MIRANDAd. Dark 80s
cinematic trivia. ❤️LIAME. Sports stuff. ❤️SCOTTf. How to make a killer cocktail out of nothing. ❤️pollyy your partner just gave you a cool gift for your anniversary, but you completely forgot! Quick, come up with an idea for a great gift!a. The head of their fiercest enemy. ❤️VERAb. Stupid ay that makes stupid noises. ❤️SCOTTc. Abstract
concept of gratitude. ❤️LIAMd. Pony. Always a pony. ❤️MIRANDAE. Anything on fire. Or a gun. No, no: a gun on fire. ❤️DAMIENf. Anything that can lead them to overdose by some kind. ❤️POLLYWhat would be a deal-breaker for a potential lover?a. A person lacks taste. ❤️LIAMb. The person is average. ❤️VERAC. That person is a
coward. ❤️DAMIENd. That person is boring. ❤️POLLYE. A person hates the outside. ❤️SCOTT f. A person lacks manners. ❤️MIRANDAWhat would be a killer accessory?a. Sunglasses... at night. ❤️POLLYb. A fabulous handbag made from the skin of your worst enemy. ❤️VERAC. Chill yourself. ❤️LIAMd. Fancy brass joints. ❤️DAMIENe.
Necklace with own name... in case you forget! ❤️SCOTTf. Shiny armor. ❤️MIRANDA The world will end tomorrow... What are you going to do today? No one ends up in the world except me! I'm going to end the world today. ❤️DAMIENb. It's okay! We invented the apocalypse to take care of the overcrowding of commoners. ❤️MIRANDAc.
I'll finish my novel ... whoever comes after the end should know my legacy! ❤️LIAMd. 100 push-ups... No, not 200 push-ups! ❤️SCOTTe. They always tell you that the world is ending ... I will benefit from other people's hysteria. ❤️VERAf. I always party as if there were no tomorrows... so who cares? ❤️POLLYWhich criteria would you use to
name your children?a. Meh... no name? It's just too much work! ❤️POLLYb. I will examine a name that is pun-proof and joke-proof. one will choose on them. ❤️VERAC. Non-heteronormative name to give them the freedom to define themselves on their own terms. ❤️LIAMd. Just swearing. ❤️DAMIENe. My name + II (second). ❤️MIRANDAf.
Something simple and friendly like Bobby or Mary.❤️SCOTTIf you were ice cream... which taste would you be?a. Double crème de la Gruyere and meringue. ❤️LIAMb. Spicy chocolate. Not... chocolate on fire! ❤️DAMIENc. Success. ❤️VERAd. Tequila and coke. ;) ❤️POLLYE. Rainbows and rubber bears. ❤️MIRANDAf. Meat! ❤️SCOTTWhat
would be your first date?a. An art exhibition experimental enough to give you a seizure. ❤️LIAMb. Sweaty and manly match. ❤️SCOTTc. A professional meeting where you spell your date with some stunning business advice! ❤️VERAd. Wild partying in international waters. ❤️POLLYE. Beautiful walk in the woods... After saving your data
from the dragon! ❤️MIRANDAf. Crimes. ❤️DAMIEN You will find genie in the bottle. You can ask for anything you want. What do you ask?a. A rainbow you can eat! ❤️MIRANDAb. I'm not asking for anything. I drink genie from a bottle. I can accommodate my own wishes! ❤️DAMIENc. Before you ask for anything, you try to negotiate up to
three standard wishes. ❤️VERAd. Endless confetti! ❤️POLLYE. ... His friendship! ❤️SCOTTf. So he's not such a cliché. Genies and wishes ... so mainstream! ❤️What would be most enjoyable in a love partner?a. Great... Corner. ❤️DAMIENb. Sharp wits. ❤️LIAMc. Kawaii eyes. ❤️MIRANDAd. Very tsundere personality. ❤️VERAE. Soft coat.
❤️SCOTTf. A taste for partying. ❤️POLLY ❤️POLLY
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